STEELS SUPPLY

Resource
A large stockholding
and strong logistics
means a dependable
supply of new and
reusable steel.
When it comes to supplying prime steels, we’ve put
a lot of thought into our service and our facilities,
so we can anticipate the material you need to
source and answer any questions about supply.
In our dedicated storage facilities, we keep a huge quantity
and variety of materials in stock. We actively source materials
through close relationships with a wide network of contacts
such as steel mills, and if we don’t stock what you need,
we know where to get it.
Our length of time in the industry and our close network means
we can also promise very competitive prices, while ensuring
you get premium quality products.
As a company, we’re run with professionalism and integrity.
We work with you to match your specifications and are experts
in sourcing the right materials for you in the required volumes
on time. With a dedicated team with deep industry experience
we understand which products will best suit your application.

Resource
Obviously sourcing the right steel is only part of the issue;
making sure it’s where you need it, when you need it is
equally vital. So, we continually invest in our logistics
infrastructure, including our specialist handling equipment
and fleet of vehicles, to ensure we never miss a deadline.

So wherever you are, whatever you need, you can depend
on EMR. Just as you can depend on the quality of materials
we supply. In fact, we use them ourselves whenever we can,
and you won’t get a higher recommendation than that.

For resources combined
with resourcefulness:
Call: +44 0121 526 6161
Email: ukinfo@emrgroup.com
Web: uk.emrgroup.com

In short we have what you need and can deliver
it when you need it.
• Dependable quality.
• Prime materials stocked.
• Strong logistics means efficient delivery
to your timescales.
• We’ll work closely with you to source
material to your specifications.

